The faculty teaching tax courses believe the material taught in ACC 3351, *Multi-jurisdictional Taxation*, should be a graduate level course. Therefore, the division proposes that ACC 3351 should become ACC 5351, *Multi-jurisdictional Taxation*. Normally, students need to understand corporate taxation (which is taught in ACC 5330, *Advanced Taxation*) to receive maximum benefit from taking this course. Therefore, the division further proposes that the ACC 5351 prerequisite be changed to "ACC 5330, *Advanced Taxation*."
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Learning Outcomes:

1. To increase the student's technical knowledge of federal, state, and local tax laws
2. To improve the student's writing ability through the preparation of tax accounting reports
3. To improve the student's analytical thinking by requiring research of emerging tax issues
4. To improve the student's presentation skills by requiring class reports involving the analysis of taxation rules and tax court cases
5. To identify special tax problems in various state jurisdictions
6. To apply rules to specific tax scenarios